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Preferred option report

New Dubbo Bridge

Executive summary
Roads and Maritime Services has considered six different corridor options for a new bridge over
the Macquarie River in Dubbo. A new bridge is needed to:


improve traffic efficiency for both Newell Highway traffic, Dubbo local and commuter traffic



improve access across the river during larger floods which close the Newell Highway,
including Serisier Bridge.

Roads and Maritime based its six corridor options on those identified in a number of Dubbo
Regional Council studies and strategies. The following options were considered:


Purvis Lane (northern option)



River Street (northern option)



Myall Street (northern option)



LH Ford duplication (next to existing bridge)



Baird Street (southern option)



Tamworth Street (southern option).

These options were placed on public display and community feedback invited in May 2016 with
close to 900 submissions received. A number of investigations including a traffic model and
preliminary environmental investigation were carried out to select a preferred option.
Traffic model results indicated that by 2036, traffic delays would be substantially higher across the
river without another bridge. Building a new bridge next to or south of LH Ford would cause major
traffic issues, including along the Mitchell Highway (Cobra Street). The northern route options
attracted more Newell Highway traffic away from LH Ford Bridge, however Purvis Lane was shown
to be too far from town to attract much local traffic.
The northern options would also provide heavy vehicles an alternative option to Erskine Street and
Bourke Street, reducing traffic congestion in north Dubbo and improving access to the CBD for
local traffic, including during a flood.
Roads and Maritime invited key stakeholders including representatives from Dubbo Council,
business and community groups and other government agencies to a value management
workshop held in September 2016. During this workshop six corridor options were shortlisted to
three. The options dropped were:


Myall Street as it was considered to be very similar to River Street but had larger
environmental impacts. Myall Street would also likely have a major impact on the existing
playing fields in north Dubbo.



The Baird Street and Tamworth Street options had major impacts to south Dubbo. Traffic,
noise and visual impacts to this area were considered too great for these options to
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continue. Neither option would provide access for larger heavy vehicles to the Newell
Highway during flooding.
The remaining options were


Purvis Lane



River Street



LH Ford duplication.

Further designs and flood testing were carried out on the three shortlisted options. This included
potential upgrades for the Purvis Lane and River Street options. Both options were tested for flood
impacts and were shown to be acceptable.
Recommendation
Overall, when considering traffic impacts, environmental issues and community feedback, Roads
and Maritime recommends River Street as the preferred option. This option provides an improved
traffic flow around Dubbo, both in non-flood and flood conditions. It has minor environmental
impacts and allows for future residential growth. River Street was also one of the more favoured
community options.
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1

Background
Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) is planning for a new high level
crossing over the Macquarie River in Dubbo. Dubbo is a major regional centre located
where three major highways (Newell, Mitchell and Golden) intersect in central west NSW,
about 400km north-west of Sydney.
The Macquarie River flows northbound through the centre of Dubbo with two major
highway crossings:


Emile Serisier Bridge on the Newell Highway



LH Ford Bridge on the Mitchell Highway

Emile Serisier Bridge is a low level bridge that carries around 20,500 vehicles per day
(about 11% heavy vehicles) over four traffic lanes. LH Ford Bridge is a high level bridge
that carries around 18,300 vehicles per day (about 4% heavy vehicles) over two traffic
lanes.
Emile Serisier Bridge closes to traffic during flood events of less than 1 in 10 ARI
(Average Recurrence Interval). When closed, all cross-river traffic is diverted to LH Ford
Bridge, reducing six lanes of traffic to two and causing major traffic delays for both local
and through traffic. Local residents reported delays up to two hours to cross LH Ford
Bridge during the last major flood in 2010.
When Serisier Bridge is flooded, Newell Highway through traffic (including heavy vehicles)
must travel along Cobra Street (Mitchell Highway) and a flood detour route via Wheelers
Lane, Yarrandale Road and Boothenba Road before returning to the Newell Highway
north of Dubbo. Flood detour roads were not designed to carry heavy vehicles or traffic
volumes experienced during flood conditions and are damaged following a flood event.
The flood detour route also reduces traffic efficiency as it is doubles the Newell Highway
distance, crosses three rail level crossings, and becomes heavily congested from flood
traffic volumes.
A third low level river crossing is located north of Dubbo at Troy Bridge Road. Troy Bridge
carries low traffic volumes and as a low level bridge is also flooded at the same time as
Serisier Bridge.
In May 2015, Transport for NSW (TfNSW) released a Newell Highway Corridor Strategy
which identified current conditions, traffic volumes and safety issues along the highway
from Victoria to Queensland. For Dubbo, the strategy identified a need to improve flood
immunity through Dubbo.
The Newell Strategy also identified a goal to allow access to Performance Based
Standards (PBS) 3(a) vehicles, including B-Triples up to 36.5m long, south of Dubbo.
Currently these vehicles are allowed north and west of Dubbo, but are restricted south
along the Newell and across LH Ford Bridge.
Dubbo’s urban development is growing in both West and East Dubbo, causing an
increase in local cross river traffic demand.
In March 2015, the NSW State Government committed to duplicating LH Ford Bridge in
Dubbo as part of a $500M Newell Highway Upgrade Program.
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Review of options

2.1

Project objectives

New Dubbo Bridge

At an inception meeting in July 2015, Roads and Maritime identified two project
objectives:


improve National Land Transport Network reliability and provide acceptable flood
immunity for Newell Highway traffic at Dubbo, including PBS 3(a) vehicles



improve local traffic connectivity, efficiency and road safety

The first objective focusses on providing improved flood reliability for Newell Highway
through traffic including heavy vehicles. The second objective focusses on Dubbo’s
growing traffic needs.

2.2

Council project background
In November 2009, the then Dubbo City Council released their Dubbo City Planning and
Transportation Strategy 2036 outlining city growth, principles for future development, and
recommendations for future Dubbo planning. This strategy recommended that four extra
low level bridges are needed to improve cross river traffic flow for future Dubbo
development. Low level bridges are proposed at Purvis Lane, River Street, Tamworth
Street and a Southern Bridge (near Hennessy Drive). This strategy also identifies a
“Freightway” ring around Dubbo to service heavy vehicles and through traffic.
In June 2012, Dubbo City Council released a Road Transportation Strategy to 2045
including elements form the 2009 Strategy. The 2012 strategy retains proposed low level
bridges and a “Freightway” ring road. The 2045 strategy also recommends a second high
level Macquarie River crossing to help local traffic flow during floods.
Council originally identified eight possible flood free crossings for a new high level bridge.
The following eight crossings are shown in Figure one:
(1)

River Street

(2)

Myall Street

(3)

High level Serisier Bridge

(4)

Talbragar Street

(5)

Wingewarra Street

(6)

Duplicated LH Ford Bridge

(7)

East Street

(8)

Tamworth Street
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Figure one - Dubbo Council Flood Free Bridge Corridors

Dubbo City Council assessed these eight options against the following criteria:


Does the location facilitate its use by Mitchell and Newell Highway traffic during flood
events?



Are both ends of the bridge in locations where traffic will be relatively free flowing?



Is it too far out of the way to attract high traffic volumes in “normal times”?



Is it adjacent to an existing highway and perhaps able to attract State or Federal
Government funding, or on a local road relatively remote from a highway?



Is it longer and therefore more expensive to build than other options?



Will local residents be more adversely affected than with other options?

Council’s option assessment considered the most practical and cost effective option for a
second high level bridge is duplicating LH Ford Bridge.
In May 2013, Council carried out an economic analysis for a second high level Macquarie
River crossing, assessing a duplicated LH Ford Bridge against the following bridge
options:


Low level Tamworth Street



High level Purvis Lane



High level Troy Bridge Road

Tamworth Street option was discounted as it does not meet the flood free objective.
Purvis Lane option was adapted from Council’s proposed low level bridge option identified

in its transportation strategy. A Troy Bridge option was suggested by members of the
public during economic analysis consultation as it would benefit heavy vehicles and would
modify an existing route.
Council’s economic analysis identified low traffic volumes would likely use either Troy
Bridge or a high level Purvis Lane Bridge. Both options would generate few community
benefits and likely be more expensive to build. Council confirmed LH Ford Duplication as
its preferred option for a second high level bridge.

2.3

Preliminary options development
Roads and Maritime based initial options for a new bridge on Council’s identified high
level options. Three options proceeded in corridors as proposed by Council:


River Street



Myall Street



LH Ford Duplication.

Three further Council proposals were discounted as Roads and Maritime did not consider
them to meet project objectives:


Talbragar Street



Wingewarra Street



High level Emile Serisier Option.

Talbragar Street and Wingewarra Street bridges were discounted as having major land
use and traffic impacts on Macquarie Street and Dubbo’s central business district.
A high level Emile Serisier Bridge was discounted as a high level bridge and approaches
would prevent direct access to Bligh and Macquarie streets from the north. It would also
have steep grades on both approaches – particularly on the western approach to allow
clearance under the rail overpass.
Tamworth Street corridor was modified by moving the western Newell Highway
connection from Minore Road to Yuille Circuit. This avoids the new bridge crossing
parallel to the river and reduces traffic conflict by moving the intersection away from an
existing main road.
East Street corridor was modified by Roads and Maritime to a Baird Street corridor by
avoiding a proposed five leg eastern intersection at Macquarie Street and avoiding
steeper grades at East Street. A Baird Street option would act as a twin bridge to LH Ford
with eastbound traffic crossing LH Ford and westbound traffic crossing a new Baird Street
bridge.
Roads and Maritime consulted with Council on a high level bridge at either Purvis Lane or
Troy Bridge as both corridors have similar locations and likely benefits. It was agreed that
Purvis Lane should progress as it is located closer to Dubbo and would likely carry
relatively more local traffic compared to Troy Bridge.

2.4

Strategic options
Roads and Maritime developed six strategic corridor options for community consultation
and preliminary assessment. The following options are outlined in Figure two:



Purvis Lane
−



River Street
−



This option includes a second bridge next to LH Ford Bridge, extending four
lanes across the river to an improved Macquarie Street intersection allowing
four lanes to connect to Macquarie Street north and south, and Cobra Street.
A potential off ramp connecting a new bridge to Bligh Street is included in this
option.

Baird Street
−



This option is similar to River Street but connects to the Newell Highway
closer to Dubbo near Myall Street in north Dubbo.

LH Ford Duplication
−



This option continues from Thompson Street near the Newell Highway along a
new road following the western river bank travelling north, before crossing the
river to connect to the Newell Highway near River Street in north Dubbo.

Myall Street
−



This option extends from Thompson Street near the Mitchell Highway in west
Dubbo, travels along Bunglegumbie Road to near Blizzardfield Road. It then
turns to cross the river over a new straight bridge and connects to the Newell
Highway near Purvis Lane north of Dubbo.

This option connects the Newell Highway in West Dubbo at Baird Street onto
Macquarie Street near Mitchell Street in South Dubbo. Westbound traffic
would either connect to the new bridge via Cobra Street along Macquarie
Street, or travel from Darling Street along Mitchell Street.

Tamworth Street
−

This option connects the Newell Highway near the golf course in West Dubbo
across the flood plain to Macquarie Street near Tamworth Street in South
Dubbo. Local and through traffic would connect to Cobra Street via Macquarie
Street.

Figure two - Strategic Bridge Corridors

2.5

Initial options assessment
Roads and Maritime carried out the following investigations on each option:


a Preliminary Environmental Investigation (PEI), including a specialist urban design
and visual impact assessment



an Aboriginal archaeological and heritage investigation in line with Roads and
Maritime’s Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation
(PACHCI) Stage 2



a traffic model covering the Dubbo urban area assessing whole network impacts from
each option in both flood and non-flood conditions



broad community consultation including print, radio and social media advertising,
project website, community survey, stakeholder briefings and public information
displays and drop in sessions.

The PEI found no option would likely have a major impact on any known environmental or
non-Aboriginal heritage issue. Some options were found to have a greater impact than
others including Myall Street potentially impacting a National Trust property “Mount Olive”,
and Tamworth Street having noise and amenity impacts on existing Tamworth Street
residents.
Stage 2 PACHCI investigations recommended four of the six corridor options should
proceed to Stage 3 investigations based on their possible impacts to known and likely
Aboriginal artefacts and sites. LH Ford and Baird Street corridor options were considered
to have minimal Aboriginal cultural heritage impact based on their areas having been
previously disturbed and were not recommended to progress to Stage 3.
The Dubbo traffic model found a number of road network improvements were needed for
all options, including the base case, to maintain free flowing traffic in the future. A
common improvement recommended for all options was upgrading the Newell
Highway/Mitchell Highway roundabout to traffic lights.
Community consultation for the six corridor options included:


print media, radio and online advertising reaching a combined 45,000 people



17,000 postcards distributed to dwellings throughout Dubbo giving online survey and
drop-in session details as well as displaying the options map shown above in Figure 2
above



five community drop in sessions held attracting over 650 members of the public



almost 900 online surveys were submitted



social media posts reached over 25,000 people



briefing sessions with key stakeholder groups, including Council, freight industry
representatives and community groups.

The online survey asked for a rating for each option to determine relative preference
between options. Of these results, (see section 3.4) Tamworth Street rated the highest
and Baird Street rated the lowest.
Survey results also showed both Purvis Lane and Tamworth Street options had more
polarised results with people either rating the option highly or poorly with few scores in
between.
Responses to issues considered important to the public focussed on traffic flow, road
safety and providing for heavy vehicles (including removing them from central Dubbo).
Other responses included suggestions to:


integrate a bridge with a ring road around Dubbo



a new bridge built near the CBD would increase local congestion



it is important to consider future residential growth when determining a new bridge
location.

2.6

Value Management Workshop – Option shortlisting
Following preliminary investigations on the six corridor options, a Value Management
(VM) Workshop was held on 22 September 2016. This workshop brought together various
stakeholders including representatives from Roads and Maritime, Dubbo Regional
Council, Regional Development Australia (RDA) Orana and the Dubbo Chamber of
Commerce.
The workshop followed a structured process led by an external facilitator. The VM
Workshop intended to short-list options for further assessment. Assessable criteria to
compare each option were agreed to and weighted by workshop attendees as shown in
Table one below.

Table one: VM Workshop Criteria and Weighting

Assessment Criteria
Functional
Criteria
Improve
Newell
Highway
through traffic
efficiency in
flood
conditions
Improve
Newell
Highway
through traffic
efficiency in
non-flood
conditions
Improve local
traffic
efficiency in
flood
conditions
Improve local
traffic
efficiency in
non-flood
conditions

Socio-economic
Weight

27%

3%

17%

13%

Improve
safety for all
road users
27%

Criteria
Improve social
connectivity
between West and
East Dubbo

Minimise adverse
impacts and/or
maximise
opportunities to
local and regional
business operation
and provide for
growth
Minimise traffic
interruptions during
construction

Minimise adverse
direct property
impacts (accesses /
acquisition)

Minimise adverse
impacts and/or
maximise
opportunities to
existing commercial
and community
facilities

Environmental
Weight

0%

25%

Criteria
Minimise adverse
impacts and/or
maximise
opportunities to
improve known
sensitive flora and
fauna
Minimise adverse
impacts and/or
maximise
opportunities to
improve nonAboriginal heritage

Weight

35%

25%

40%

Minimise adverse
impacts and/or
maximise
opportunities to
improve Aboriginal
heritage

30%

10%

Minimise adverse
visual impacts
and/or max.
opportunities to
improve key local
view pts

0%

25%

Minimise adverse
noise & amenity
impacts and/or
maximise
opportunities to
improve existing
residential areas

10%

Supports
Council
transport and
growth plans

13%

Each corridor option was assessed against the above criteria. Baird Street was not
considered in the option assessment as workshop participants agreed it would not meet
any objective and was not worth progressing.
Assessment results are shown in Table two below, along with relative strategic costs for
each option. Due to early option development and contingency applied to cost estimates
Roads and Maritime decided the cost differential between options would not be a key
factor to discount any option.
Table two: VM Workshop Assessment Results

Options

Functional

Socio-economic

Environmental

Relative strategic
costs estimates

Purvis Lane

1 (264)

1 (350)

2 (280)

1.2X

River Street

1 (287)

3 (225)

3 (240)

1.3X

Myall Street

1 (287)

3 (200)

5 (180)

X

LH Ford Bridge

5 (183)

5 (150)

1 (400)

X

Tamworth Street

4 (225)

1 (325)

3 (235)

1.3X

VM Workshop participants agreed Purvis Lane option should progress to further
investigation and design based on it being considered best in meeting assessment
criteria. The group also considered River Street and Myall Street options to be very similar
in both location and relative performance against assessment criteria, with River Street
recommended to proceed due to Myall Street’s relatively poorer environmental
performance.
LH Ford Bridge Duplication was determined to progress as the base case and announced
option.
Tamworth Street option was recommended not to progress unless further investigation
proved all other options to be unacceptable.

2.7

Further assessment on shortlisted options
Roads and Maritime carried out further investigations on strategic options shortlisted in
the VM Workshop. These investigations included:


refining shortlisted corridor option designs. This allowed Roads and Maritime to more
accurately consider flood impacts to ensure each option did not generate
unacceptable flooding impacts within Dubbo.
A key element in refining designs was to ensure all options were separately above 1 in
50 year and 1 in 100 year flood levels. The proposed new bridge would be above a 1
in 100 flood level however road approaches and intersection treatments were
designed to both levels to compare cost and property impacts. Both flood levels were
tested against a Dubbo flood model. Bridge lengths were adjusted where needed to
allow flood water to flow through and minimise impacts to developed areas.



design refinement also allowed Roads and Maritime to generate strategic cost
estimates for each shortlisted option. Cost estimates were prepared using preliminary
design information and appropriate unit rates from other similar projects.



once strategic cost estimates were prepared, Roads and Maritime was able to carry
out an economic analysis on each option.

3

Considerations

3.1

Traffic
Roads and Maritime commissioned a comprehensive traffic model assessing all six
strategic corridors (including a possible off ramp from a duplicated LH Ford Bridge to Bligh
Street). All options were assessed for traffic impacts both during flood conditions and nonflood conditions.
For flood conditions, the traffic model assumed a 10% reduction in overall traffic volumes.
Despite a reduced traffic demand, the base case network came to a standstill in flood
conditions as traffic volumes were too high to use available network capacity. The
modelled solution was to increase road capacity at key locations during a flood situation
so as to allow the traffic to progress through the network.
Extensive traffic counts, travel time surveys and origin-destination surveys were carried
out in late 2015 to inform the traffic model’s development. Modelled traffic information was
compared with recorded traffic data to confirm the model reflected realistic traffic
movements.
Future traffic growth predictions in the model were based on known Dubbo growth areas
informed by Council strategies and predicted population growth. These predictions were
then applied to the base case without a new bridge.
Each option was then assessed against future years with overall travel delays and
congestion indicators from each strategic corridor option then compared to a future base
case. Traffic impacts were tested with predicted 2026 and 2036 traffic volumes.
Traffic model results for each option can be compared in multiple ways however the
following four main areas are discussed below as they reflect project objectives outlined in
section 2.1:


number of trucks predicted to use the new bridge instead of LH Ford Bridge in
flood conditions. This comparison reflects the main project objective to improve
flood condition access for Newell Highway freight vehicles. A more favourable
option in this comparison is one predicted to divert more trucks from LH Ford
Bridge in a flood situation.



number of trucks predicted to reduce along the current Newell Highway route
through North Dubbo in non-flood conditions. This comparison reflects improved
travel efficiency for Newell Highway truck traffic by avoiding the current route along
Erskine Street and Bourke Street. This comparison also reflects the second project
objective as removing trucks from Erskine Street and Bourke Street reduces traffic
conflicts and road safety risks.



average delay for all vehicles across Dubbo’s modelled network during the
morning peak in non-flood conditions. This comparison reflects the second project
objective as a lower delay represents a more efficient overall network. Delays will
still be experienced in certain areas however the overall network operates more
efficiently when average delay is reduced.



average delay for all vehicles during flood conditions. As above, this comparison
shows overall network efficiency during flood conditions and reflects the second
project objective.

Model results for predicted traffic impacts in 2036 are summarised in Table three below.
Note table three includes a summary of results for the three strategic corridor options
progressing to further investigation following the VM Workshop. Full traffic model impacts
can be seen in the Traffic Model Report (GTA 2016).
Table three: Summary Traffic Model Results (2036)

Base
case

Purvis
Lane

River
Street

2nd LH
Ford

Predicted LH Ford Bridge truck volumes
(flood conditions)

4907

2925 (-40%)

1950 (-60%)

4682 (-5%)

Number of trucks at Erskine Street
(between Macquarie St and Brisbane St)

3120

3049 (-2%)

1835 (-40%)

2912 (-6%)

Number of trucks at Bourke Street
(between Erskine St and Macleay St)

2683

2610 (-3%)

1341 (-50%)

2683 (-0%)

Average Network Delay – non-flood
conditions (seconds per km)

45

31 (-31%)

28 (-38%)

27 (-40%)

Average Network Delay – flood
conditions (seconds per km)

N/A*

37

21

11*

*In flood conditions, the modelled network came to a standstill after the first morning peak hour. An average
base case delay is not available. LH Ford Bridge shows a lower average due to the model assigning trips to
the Mitchel Highway with no alternative during a flood.

Both Purvis Lane and River Street options are predicted to remove high truck volumes
from LH Ford Bridge during a flood. A Purvis Lane bridge is predicted to remove almost
2,000 trucks from LH Ford Bridge while a River Street bridge is predicted to remove
almost 3,000 trucks per day. These trucks would use a new bridge during a flood instead
of using the current flood detour route via LH Ford Bridge and Cobra Street (Mitchell
Highway). A predicted reduction in truck volumes for a duplicated LH Ford Bridge is a
result of lower overall flood traffic modelled as during a flood all truck traffic would use a
duplicated LH Ford Bridge.
A River Street bridge is predicted to remove close to half the number of trucks travelling
through North Dubbo via the current Newell Highway. Trucks diverting from Erskine Street
and Bourke Street in non-flood conditions are able to avoid stopping at intersections along
that route and improve their travel efficiency. Both Purvis Lane and duplicated LH Ford
options are not predicted to have substantial changes; this is likely as access to a Purvis
Lane bridge requires trucks to divert via Bunglegumbie Road and trucks would not divert
to a duplicated LH Ford as it would be a major diversion to their intended route.

Overall network delay modelled results show all three shortlisted corridor options as
improving overall network efficiency. A duplicated LH Ford Bridge results in slightly higher
delay reductions over the whole network however River Street is modelled to be only one
second more delay on average. By adding two extra cross-river traffic lanes closer to
town, both options can be considered to improve overall traffic efficiency. Purvis Lane
shows less favourable results as it attracts fewer vehicles being further from town. This
results in more vehicles left to travel on the existing network causing higher average
delays.
During flood conditions, modelled overall network efficiency is not able to be accurately
measured as the network (including additional capacity needed to let traffic through)
experiences major congestion. Comparing both northern bridge options, River Street
provides a relatively greater benefit with a lower average delay compared to Purvis Lane.
This reflects Purvis Lane attracting fewer local vehicles resulting in local traffic having to
use the current network.
It is worth noting that in the traffic model, Tamworth Street option was predicted to take a
higher proportion of LH ford traffic than other options. This traffic however was predicted
to create major traffic impacts in South Dubbo, including significant increases in traffic
along Darling Street.

3.2

Community Consultation
An extensive community consultation program was carried out between April and May
2016. Community interest was very high and community survey responses were received
from close to 900 people. Each survey included both a five-star rating for each option to
find a relative preference, and issues the community considered as important for the
project.
Higher scores (ie more stars) were given for an option an individual considered better
meeting their needs. Where a survey was returned without a score for a particular option,
Roads and Maritime has assumed this would rate a zero and not favoured by the
individual.
Unweighted and weighted average ratings for each corridor option are outlined in Table
four below. Weighted scores consider where survey respondents lived rather than raw
scores.
Table four: Community survey survey ratings

Unweighted rating

Weighted rating

Purvis Lane

2.55

2.61

River Street

2.51

2.56

Myall Street

2.36

2.42

Duplicated LH Ford

2.46

2.47

Baird Street

2.30

2.28

Tamworth Street

2.96

2.90

Tamworth Street rated highest from survey responses, followed by Purvis Lane and River
Street. Baird Street and Myall Street options were rated as less favourable. Once
weightings are considered, both Tamworth Street and Baird Street options decreased in
average reflecting a strong negative view of these options from those living in South
Dubbo.
Table five: Survey response range

Rating 5

Rating 4

Rating 3

Rating 2

Rating 1

Rating 0

Purvis Lane

24%

10%

13%

9%

38%

6%

River Street

15%

17%

13%

19%

30%

6%

Myall Street

9%

14%

23%

17%

27%

8%

LH Ford

18%

13%

16%

12%

35%

7%

Baird Street

9%

18%

16%

17%

33%

8%

Tamworth Street

38%

8%

8%

6%

33%

6%

Although Tamworth Street option was favoured overall from survey respondents, it was
also the option with more diverse views. Table five above shows response proportions,
including how people either rated Tamworth Street high or low but not in the middle.
Support for other options was more evenly spread. Assuming a community response
rating an option one or zero represents an option not favoured, Myall Street and River
Street options showed the lowest negative scores with 35% and 36% of survey responses
respectively rating these options lowest.
During consultation, the community were also asked to provide feedback on issues they
considered important when planning for a new bridge. The top responses provided by the
community include:


integrate a bridge with a ring road (53 responses)



a bridge near the CBD would increase congestion (29 responses)



residential growth needs to be considered (18 responses)

Overall, considering community feedback from both survey responses and issues raised
in separate submissions, River Street option was most favoured of the three options that
were progressed after the VM Workshop. Purvis Lane option had support as it was
considered to be a heavy vehicle bypass, whilst LH Ford Duplication was not rated highly
by the community.

3.3

Physical constraints
Other physical constraints influence where a new bridge may be built. They have been
considered in further design development for options shortlisted after the VM Workshop.
These constraints have also been considered in Roads and Maritime’s preferred option
recommendation.

3.3.1

Heavy vehicle restrictions

Existing larger vehicle restrictions, including across LH Ford Bridge, are a major constraint
to where a new high level bridge can go. A new bridge must allow all vehicles currently
using the Newell Highway to meet the first project objective outlined in section 2.1.
Currently, the Newell Highway is open to Higher Mass Limit (HML) vehicles the entire
length through Dubbo. A new bridge would be suitable for HML vehicles however to meet
project objectives, a new bridge must connect to a route allowing HML vehicles access
during a flood. LH Ford Bridge is currently restricted to General Mass Limit heavy vehicles
only, and HML vehicles are prohibited from crossing. The Mitchell Highway from Darling
Street east, as well as the remaining temporary flood detour via Wheelers Lane and
Yarrandale Road, is open to HML vehicles up to B-Double size. Should a new bridge be
built next to LH Ford Bridge, the current bridge would revert to one way traffic with the
opposite direction using a new bridge. Without other works to strengthen the current
bridge, this results in a flood route across a duplicated LH Ford Bridge being not suitable
for HML vehicles in one direction.
A Purvis Lane bridge would connect to the Mitchell Highway and Newell Highway via
Bunglegumbie Road. HML vehicles are currently restricted from Bunglegumbie Road and
upgrades would be needed to meet the project objective.
River Street option is the only corridor option not to require any current road upgrades to
allow HML vehicles.
The Newell Highway is also open to Performance Based Standards 3a vehicles (B Triples,
Road Trains and A-B Triples) north from Thompson Street including across Serisier
Bridge. These vehicles are restricted from using LH Ford Bridge and from the current
flood route. The 2015 Newell Highway Corridor Strategy outlines a goal to open the
Newell Highway to these vehicles south from Dubbo. A new bridge must also cater to
these vehicles and River Street option is the only option following the VM Workshop to
cater to these vehicles without upgrading local infrastructure.

3.3.2

Rail overpass and Thompson Street

In a major flood, Serisier Bridge is under water but so is the Thompson Street intersection
with the Newell Highway. Designing this intersection to avoid flooding is vital to keep River
and Myall street options viable to meet project objectives.
The intersection is further complicated by the rail overpass across the Newell Highway.
This overpass restricts how high Roads and Maritime can build up the Thompson Street
intersection to be above flood water as clearance under the overpass must be maintained.
Roads and Maritime is considering a series of options at the intersection and is testing
them for flood impacts. Although no final intersection is confirmed, viable and flood
protected options have been developed. A final intersection arrangement would be
developed in concept design.

3.4

Environmental
Roads and Maritime carried out preliminary investigations for all strategic corridor options.
No environmental constraints were identified to exclude any option however Roads and
Maritime considered the following environmental constraints when recommending a
preferred option.

3.4.1

Noise and Vibration

Predicted noise and vibration impacts from strategic corridors were assessed by
comparing how many sensitive receivers, usually residential houses but also churches
and community facilities, could be impacted by a new road. Properties were considered
potentially impacted by noise if they were within 600 metres of the new road. Property
numbers and percent residential are outlined in Table six below.
Table six: Potentially noise affected properties

Option

Properties
potentially
affected

%
Residential

Purvis Lane

1082

85

River Street

674

59

Myall Street

998

75

LH Ford

1116

67

Baird Street

1180

81

Tamworth Street

780

96

Table six shows how the River Street option potentially impacts the lowest total number of
properties, and the lowest residential percentage overall. Note these figures do not
include potential residential lots in north-west Dubbo as proposed to be developed over
coming decades.
Most properties potentially impacted by noise for the Purvis Lane option are along
Bunglegumbie Road. These houses already have road noise impacts but higher traffic
volumes would increase this impact.
Roads and Maritime will carry out a more detailed noise impact assessment during
concept design and environmental assessment for a preferred option. The new road will
be designed to minimise noise impacts as far as practical and Roads and Maritime will
install mitigation treatments if required.

3.4.2

Biodiversity

Roads and Maritime searched relevant environmental databases to find any recorded
biodiversity constraints within areas potentially impacted by each option. Searches
identified threatened communities, threatened plant and animal species and any likely
habitat.
The whole Macquarie River is potentially an endangered aquatic ecosystem except for the
area between Serisier Bridge and LH Ford Bridge. All options cross the river and so
minimising this impact will be subject to further design.
Remaining areas of naturally occurring vegetation are generally close to the river.
Vegetation types considered likely to occur include Grey Box, White Box – Yellow Box,
and Fuzzy Box woodland. Some pockets exist but are in degraded conditions. In concept
design, Roads and Maritime will minimise impacts as far as possible.

Threatened animal species identified in relevant searches included 39 different species
likely occurring in the area, however most of these are birds and so direct impact is more
relevant to their habitat. As with vegetation communities, higher value habitat areas are
along the riverbanks and so are not impacted by one option more than another.
A newly installed fish way at the existing River Street Weir is noted as an environmental
constraint to consider in concept design.

3.4.3

Non-Aboriginal Heritage

Any non-Aboriginal heritage items were identified within 50 metre and 200 metre buffers
from each option corridor. A 50 metre buffer identified potentially directly impacted
heritage items. A 200 metre buffer identified any potentially indirectly impacted items.
Myall Street corridor was found to potentially impact more heritage items than other
options, mostly in North Dubbo between the river and Newell Highway. It, along with River
Street option, may also impact on a heritage property known as Mount Olive in West
Dubbo.
Roads and Maritime will avoid impacting heritage items as much as possible during
concept design.

3.4.4

Aboriginal heritage

Aboriginal heritage assessment included carrying out Roads and Maritime’s Procedure for
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation (PACHCI) Stage 2. This
included walking along all alignments with a designated local Aboriginal contact to
determine how likely each option was to impact cultural heritage.
During this assessment, previously recorded Aboriginal items were attempted to be revisited, however many were unable to be found. Previously recorded items found were
noted as known constraints.
Areas identified as potentially holding Aboriginal artefacts below the surface were also
recorded during the walk inspection.
Both LH Ford and Baird Street options were not considered likely to impact any unknown
items and not recommended for further assessment under PACHCI Stage 3. All other
options have potential impact and so a Stage 3 investigation is recommended.
Known potential impacts to be avoided as far as possible in concept design include:


grinding grooves in Wiradjuri Park near Serisier Bridge. These have been moved
to Wiradjuri Park previously and are able to be relocated again if impacted by
either Myall or River Street options



modified trees were identified close to Purvis Lane and Myall Street options. Often
these trees can signify other artefacts nearby but are also heritage items
themselves



Artefacts were found on the western riverbank near the Tamworth Street option.

All areas with potentially occurring Aboriginal artefacts are considered to have a low to
medium likelihood that an artefact is found. No option is predicted to directly impact a
known artefact sufficiently enough to rule out that option.

3.4.5

Visual amenity and urban design

A new high level bridge can generate a positive visual impact if designed to complement
the existing view. A new bridge can also however cause a negative visual impact by
blocking current natural views or impacting on a community facility. Visual impact
assessment is subjective however major impacts can be recorded as something to either
avoid or design around.
Key impacts for options considered after the VM Workshop include:


Purvis Lane would have a minor impact on the area’s current agricultural nature. It
would have a minor negative visual impact for those living nearby.



River Street would impact future residential growth in north-west Dubbo, including
the views towards the river from current rural properties in west Dubbo. However
this option also provides opportunity for connecting a shared pathway from new
residential areas to central Dubbo.



LH Ford Bridge option is located next to the existing bridge and so visual and
urban design impacts would be minimal.

3.4.6

Socio-economic

Roads and Maritime carried out a preliminary socio-economic impact assessment by
outlining Dubbo’s demographic profile and considering potential project impacts to its
residents.
Dubbo’s 32,300 people have high car ownership proportions compared to elsewhere in
NSW. Any option improving overall road network efficiency will have a positive socioeconomic impact. In a flood situation, a key socio-economic benefit is reducing work
commuting times. Purvis Lane, and particularly River Street and Myall Streets options
allow an alternative access to the CBD from the north. Southern options attract more
traffic accessing the CBD from Cobra Street (Mitchell Highway) and do not reduce travel
times substantially.
The above beneficial options also generate positive socio-economic impact from
improving through traffic efficiency for Dubbo freight operators. Options allowing through
truck traffic to avoid travelling along Cobra Street during a flood generate a positive
outcome.
Social impacts potentially caused by a new bridge could include loss of local land use,
such as recreational areas. Myall Street and Baird Street options would have major
disruption to playing fields, and River or Myall Street option would also impact passive
recreation at Wiradjuri Park near Serisier Bridge.
Finally, a northern option such as River Street or Purvis Lane could have a negative
impact on future Dubbo residential growth in north-west Dubbo. This potential impact
could however be offset by the improved access a new bridge would provide from that
area to Dubbo’s CBD, particularly River or Myall Street options.

3.5

Flood impacts
Previous flood studies have been completed on behalf of the former Dubbo City Council.
Roads and Maritime tested flooding impacts within Dubbo from each refined design option
by adding the proposed structure into the existing flood model.

Flooding impacts on Dubbo property were calculated as minor, with less than 50mm
increased flooding impact calculated as a difference between do nothing and impacts
caused by a new bridge.
Roads and Maritime notes flood impacts within 10mm are considered to be within the
model margin of error. It is also noted flooding impacts are for a 1 in 100 year event and
so in almost all flooding events high enough to close Serisier Bridge, no new bridge option
would cause any negative flooding impacts.
Flood testing results confirmed minor improvements to proposed options would be
required to eliminate flood impacts. Minor improvements such as including an extra drain
under the proposed alignment are able to be included in concept design. Based on
strategic designs however, the minimal impact predicted from flood modelling is enough to
confirm the bridge options are acceptable from a flood immunity perspective.

3.6

Flood route detours
Dubbo’s current flood route travels across LH Ford Bridge, along Cobra Street (Mitchell
Highway) to Wheelers Lane then turns left up Wheelers Lane to Yarrandale Road. It
continues along Yarrandale Road before turning left at Boothenba Road, connecting with
the Newell Highway in North Dubbo (see Figure three below).

Figure three - Dubbo Flood Detour (yellow)

For all options south of LH Ford Bridge (including LH Ford Duplication), this existing flood
detour would remain in place when floods close Serisier Bridge.
As the Newell Highway north of River Street is under water in major floods, both River
Street and Myall Street options would require flood traffic to connect to the northern,

Yarrandale Road section of the existing flood detour via the Golden Highway (Cobbora
Road) (See Appendix C).
Purvis Lane option would likely require extending works across the Newell Highway to
reach flood-free land east of the Purvis Lane level crossing, directing traffic only around
the block before returning to the Newell at Boothenba Road.

3.7

Property
Property impacts from all options are preliminary only. Final property impacts would be
confirmed as a preferred option is further developed.
When comparing strategic options for property impacts, Roads and Maritime considers
the extent of property impact such as if a whole property is required or only minor impact
such as a strip of land to widen a road. Roads and Maritime also consider the total
number of properties directly impacted by either acquisition or access restrictions.
Comparing options progressing past the VM Workshop, LH Ford Duplication would have
the lowest direct acquisition impacts, however work required along Cobra Street would
have high indirect impact by restricting right turn access into and out of many highway
fronting properties.
Purvis Lane and River Street options would mostly impact what is currently farming land
however impacts to future residential land would be likely from the River Street option. As
noted in section 3.5 however, River Street may be beneficial for direct access to Dubbo’s
growing north-west area.

3.8

Utilities
As Dubbo is a developed urban area, all kinds of utilities are expected to be found. Each
option will likely impact some utilities to some degree.
In general terms, minor utility infrastructure such as home telephone and electricity are
relatively straight forward to move. Larger utility infrastructure such as optical fibre lines
and major gas lines are more complex and therefore expensive to relocate.
Major utilities crossing the river at Dubbo include:


Gas. A gas line crosses the river close to the Purvis Lane corridor and follows
along Bunglegumbie Road in West Dubbo. It generally follows the current Newell
Highway in north Dubbo and is not expected to be greatly impacted.



Optical Fibre. Two separate optical fibre lines have been identified – one for
NextGen and one for Optus. The NextGen line crosses the river at Serisier Bridge,
connecting along the western bank under the railway bridge and away from the
Newell Highway. The Optus line also crosses at Serisier Bridge, however
continues along Thompson Street. The Optus line is likely to need relocating if
River Street option is preferred.

The other utility likely to be impacted is Dubbo’s sewerage system. A sewerage pump
station is located near the Thompson Street / Newell Highway intersection. This is
able to be avoided in concept design development. Connecting sewer lines are likely
to be impacted and need to be relocated, particularly a sewerage line following north
from Thompson on the western river bank, crossing near River Street.

4

Conclusion
Roads and Maritime has considered information gathered from desktop and preliminary
investigations as outlined above to recommend a preferred corridor option. This
recommendation has come from two main steps:
1. Balancing information against project objectives and assessment criteria in a
Value Management Workshop. This VM Workshop included all major stakeholders
and clearly showed a preference for northern options (River Street and Purvis
Lane).
2. Further investigations on shortlisted corridor options to ensure a preferred option is
a viable solution for Dubbo’s community and traffic needs. Designing potential
intersection options and testing them for flood immunity has been a key element in
the second step.
Following the above, River Street Option has emerged as the best outcome to proceed to
concept design and further development. River Street Option is considered Roads and
Maritime’s preferred option as it:


Provides improved traffic conditions for both Newell Highway and local traffic



Is, based on community feedback received, generally considered favourable by
Dubbo’s community



Is not likely to have any major negative environmental, social or economic impacts
to Dubbo’s community

Appendix A - Location of works

Appendix B - Preferred option alignment

Appendix C - Preferred option flood traffic routes

Newell Highway traffic (Yellow) and local traffic (orange) routes during flood conditions
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